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hi etc., gay fraternity
confronts stereotypes
with brotherhood.

Graduation rate for some minorities low
BY TRUONG PHUOC KHANII
Spartan Daily Start Writer

If you are Hispanic or African-American, are a first-time freshman attending
SJSU, and are planning to graduate in
four years, good luck. You’ll be one of
precious few who do.
Even if it takes you eight years to earn
your degree, consider yourself fortunate
because up to 80 percent of your fellow
freshmen have either dropped out or
t ransferred.
Institutional research keeps track of
the number of graduates, but those numbers don’t account for students who
transfer or who just drop out.
"It is important to do survey data
about those who dropped out," said
Christopher Villa, director of Student
Outreach and Recruitment. "It’s an area
the university has avoided."
Keeping track of the number of gradu-

ates is easier.
Of 179 Hispanic first-time freshmen
(FTF) in the class of fall ’81, 3.4 percent
graduated in four years, and by the
eighth year, 25.7 percent had earned a
degree, with 2.8 percent still continuing
with their education. African-American
students showed an even lower rate with
4.5 percent out of 133 FTF graduating in
four years. Eight years later, a total of 21.1
percent had graduated, with 2.3 percent
cont inuing.
Graduation rates, even when they
exclude students who have fallen through
cracks, can serve as a comparison basis
for the rate of graduation within the Hispanic and African-American student
populations, which is noticeably lower.
For white students, the rate of graduation is considerably higher. Out of 881
FTF, 6.2 percent graduated in four years,
but eight years later in 1989, 43.9 percent

Homeless
alliance wins
vacant houses

had graduated from SJSU.
The university must do more with
respect to learning why relatively few
Hispanic and African-American students don’t complete their education,
Villa said. "The information is essential
so we can better assess what those students need."
One of the things students need is
more minority faculty members, according to Ricardo Rodriguez, a junior
majoring in creative arts. "San Jose State
is a very positive environment," he said,
"but none of my instructors have been
Chicano, or Asian or African-American.
I feel there needs to be more minority
instructors, especially when you live in a
country and a state this diverse."
SJSU President J. Handel Evans said
the university is doing its best to hire
minority faculty, as well as women.
"If you look at the figures through the

years, we’re making positive strides,"
Evans said, "but we still have a long way
to go."
Still, for a university that has a 10-percent Hispanic student population for fall
’92, only 5 percent of total faculty are
Hispanic, according to Educational Planning and Resources data on the gender
and ethnic configuration of faculty for
January ’92. In comparison, white students constitute 46.9 percent of all SJSU
students, and white instructors make up
81.9 percent of "grand total faculty:"
All professors and assistants are calculated into grand total faculty.
"When the (Chicano) faculty percentage is lower than the Chicano student
population," Villa said, "students are
bound to feel alienated."
Which is why the university needs to
pay attention to the issue, Villa said. "if
they really want to provide access and

maintain a high retention rate for Chicano students:’
"I need to have minority instructors,"
Rodriguez said. "One is not necessarily
better than the other, but when someone
from my culture is teaching me, there’s a
special bonding."
Right now, the ethnic composition of
instructors is very lopsided, he said.
"Give me a balance, a blend."
In San Jose, 20 to 30 percent of high
school students are Hispanic; yet SJSU’s
Hispanic population is only 10 percent of
the total student population.
"Clearly, there’s a problem," said Lewis
Bundy, director of student development
services. "The reasons for this, I’m not
sure."
Susan Hansen of Housing Services
and Bundy did a study from 1988 to 1990
to investigate possible reasons for why
See GRADUATION RATE, Page 3

Give him a hand

BY ALLAN HOWAND
Spartan Daily StallWriter

The SJSU Student Homeless Alliance’s proposal to
allow homeless people to occupy vacant houses in San
Jose was approved by the Santa Clara Valley Water
District Board (SCVWD) last week.
The proposal calls for the SCVWD to lease the
house at 352 W. St. John St. to the County Housing
Authority (CHA). The housing authority will in turn
approve the house for use as a shelter.
The Student Homeless Alliance (SHA) has been
trying to get the use of houses in the Rive,- Street District since November. On Thanksgiving Day, a group
of SJSU students and San Jose homeless broke into
boarded-up houses owned by SCVWD.
The SHA didn’t know the houses were on private
property. They thought the houses were on municipal
property, said Scott Wagers, SHA president and
founder.
Cheryl Wessling, SCVWD public information representative, said they deemed the property along
Guadalupe River imminent domain, giving them the
right to force the owners to sell. Wessling said the
property is purchased at fair market value.
The houses are to be demolished or re-located on
Oct. 31 to make way for the Guadalupe River flood
control and park project.
Wessling said that people don’t usually think about
the river flooding because of the previous years of
drought.
"The river has the potential, if it floods, to damage
$450 million in property:’ she said. The project will
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Young Jason Piaro, Coach Sam Piaro’s son, congratulates Mark Podesta,
a pitcher for SJSU, on the Spartans’ 6 1 ViCtOry over Lewis and Clark

on Wednesday at Municipal Stadium. The Spartans will host Santa Bar bara Friday at 7 p.m. See page 4 for more details of Wednesday’s game.

SeeHOMELESS, Page 3

Racial tensions provoke talk
o Korean-American

conference’s top topic
BY PAUL WOTEL

span an Daily Stall Writer

In the wake of the Los Angeles
riots, the seventh annual KoreanAmerican Students Conference
planning board has placed racial
tensions and political awareness as
top priorities for its gathering this
weekend.
An estimated 1,200 students
from more than 100 universities
will congregate to discuss cultural
and political issues in the San Francisco Airport Hilton. The conference, organized by the students,
begins today at 5 p.m. and lasts
until Sunday night.
Late registration runs all day
today at the Hilton. Late fees are
$50, including two dinners. A
three-night stay at the Hilton for
those attending the conference is
an additional $45. Registration is in
the Garden Lobby.
"We have a new organizing
board for each conference," said

Michael Choo, a Stanford student
and public affairs officer for the
event. "To a degree, it is like starting over every year."
According to the KASCON VII
charter, the objectives for the event
are to determine the roles of Korean-American students in a multicultural society, promote a greater
political awareness, break down the
stereotypes and discrimination
toward the relatively young minority group and to provide a national
network of contacts for the students.
"The big thrust is for change,"
said Marc Suchard, public relations
officer for KASCON VII.
"We want to discuss what issues
are really important to minority
students."
"I hope that people come and
are more aware of Korean issues,"
said Lisa Lee, a Stanford student
and co-chair of the conference.
KASCON VII has invited the
Rev. Jesse Jackson and Leo lltrrell,
co-director of the Black-Korean
Alliance, to speak to the students.
Keynote speakers Angela Oh and
Speaker of the Assembly Willie

Brown will deliver their addresses
to the second -generation Korean
community and its relations with
other ethnic groups.
"With Jesse Jackson attending, it
is going to be an historical event,"
Suchard said.
The theme, "A Stepping Stone
for Change," will be presented in
three seminar formats.
The first encompasses Korean
students and activism on campus
and within the Korean community.
The second covers ethnicity and
careers, while the third deals
specifically with race relations.
"We want (the students) to come
away with different ways and
means to get involved in issues at
their respective campuses," Choo
said.
"The conference has attracted
students from all over the United
States. We want to provide a base
for them to meet (fellow) students
and leaders from other schools."
Suchard is optimistic about the
turnout to the event. "Once a student has gone to a KASCON conference, he or she usually continues
to attend the gatherings," he said.

Garages get quake-safety repairs
BY BILL ERB

Spartan Daily Stall Wnter

SJSU will be retrofitting
the Seventh and 10th Street
Garages to meet current seismic design standards this
summer.
According to Ken Yang,
director of design and construction operations, the
work is being done to comply
with an order from the state

chancellor’s office.
Work was done in December and January on the Seventh Street Garage to replace
existing post -tension bars in
the concrete floor slabs. The
upcoming project will add
support to the original
design.
Yang said in-house estimates indicate the projects
will cost about $2-3 million

each.
The work is expected to be
completed by the beginning
of the fall semester.
"This is not a law," Yang
said. All three garages on
campus are safe. The Fourth
Street Garage meets the latest
standards.
Yang expects the projects
will cause little inconvenience
to students. faculty or staff.

Substance-abuse awareness is plot in this drama
BY LAURA KLEINMAN
Spartan Pally Stall Wnter

If you’re an unaba.shed student who enjoys standing in
the spotlight regardless of an
obvious lack of acting skill,
here’s your debut opportunity.
Scenarios, roles and costumes will be provided for
students who come and participate in an impromptu theater being sponsored by
SJSU’s Prevention Education
Program (PEP) Center in the
Student Union Amphitheater
today at noon.
The purpose of the
impromptu theater is to help

students make better choices
regarding alcohol and drugs
during next week’s spring
the
using
By
break.
impromptu theater format,
the PEP Center hopes to provide room for spontaneity
and individuality to a wide
rarge of students.
Six generic roles will take
on the individual personalities of voluntary participants
from the audience in six different scenarios for a maximum of 36 different characters, said Marsha Godman, a
peer educator with the PEP
Center.
1W of the six roles stu-

dents can choose from
include a "goody-two-shoes"
type and an out-of-control
individual looking for a substance to abuse, Godman
said.
The scenarios will include
a Stone Age format, a 16th century Elizabethan era format and a rap -style format,
Godman said.
Lee Purdious, grant coordinator for the PEP Center,
said the purpose of the
impromptu format is to allow
students the opportunity to
look into the lifestyles of
other students with regard to
alcohol and drug use.
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A necessary evil: CSU fee
increase the only option
Registrationfees must increase
for students
to preserve
. .
dechning services.
The 37-percent fee increase,
not welcomed by many students, has
to be looked at as a fact of life or a fact
of getting education in California.
The extra $480 fee hike, approved
by the CSU board of trustees last
Wednesday in Long Beach and
expected to also be approved by the
legislature,
might
have
been
inevitable.
The cost of education for each student is $2,988 per semester, but students have been paying less than 22
percent of it. According to university
and CSU officials, the choice was
between the fee increase or "dismantling the process of our school."
But does this mean that all the
financial responsibilities and sacrifices have to be only paid by the students or do CSU campuses have a
duty to fulfill too?
We believe each CSU campus,
including SJSU, has a duty to fulfill.
Campuses should seriously start
looking for alternative ways of generating funds to help students face the
bitter reality of having to deal with

the miserable financial situation of
the state of California.
Campuses also have to think of
ways to save money wasted on unnecessary expenses rather than keep cutting services and classes semester
after semester.
lowever feasible this may actually
be, CSU campuses have to do their
part in facing the unpleasant and
hard economic situation California’s
educational system is up against these
days.
The good news out of all this, if
there is any, is that students from
lower income families don’t have to
suffer the consequences of the last fee
increase, which may very well have
caused their discontinuation as students of CSU.
More California grants will be
awarded to financial aid students to
offset the fee hike.
Some might argue students who
are not eligible for financial aid have
to pay the difference, which in turn
helps students depending on financial
aid.
But isn’t that how our system
works? Well-to-do Americans pay for
the less fortunate ones.
We do it when we pay our taxes
and we do it here when we pay our
registration fees every semester.

Clinton refuses to turn back the dock
Abortion rights is, a hot issue.
But the issue of what a woman does
with her body has been a hot issue
since the 1970s.
The members of Operation Rescue, other anti-abortion groups and
even Michael Griffin have the right to
protest. I lowever Griffin has crossed
over the boundary between non-violent and violent protests,and he has
committed an illegal act.
Still bombings of clinics and the
use of gasses have been used in the divide the sexes but this issue sepapast. Obviously the political climate rates the conservatives from the liberin San Jose of protesters who can als.
I sometimes think many of these
protest not less than 300 feet from a
doctors house is ripe for controversy. Christian fundamentalists who make
Maybe the anti-abortion protest- up many of the anti-abortion groups
ers will suddenly realize that being would be happy if they turned back
pro-choice also gives them the right the clock completely.
But with Clinton in office their
not to have an abortion.
I wonder why the protesters I’ve visions of a 1950s Americana won’t
seen in front of Planned Parenthood happen.
on The Alameda are made up of
more men than women although
there are men who have fought for a
women’s right to have an abortion.
Elaine Meitzler is a Daily sta11- writer.
This issue might not completely

Elaine It/lazier
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U.S. responsible for bloodshed in El Salvador
Lthe mountains of El
Salvador, there sits the abandoned town of El Mozote. In
1981 over 200 men, women
and children, the youngest
were
eight -months-old,
rounded up, kept overnight in
huts and the following morning, put into groups of five and
then systematically murdered
by a faction of the Salvadoran
army called the Atlacatl Battalion.
The town stands as a
cathartic memorial to the
75,000 people a U.N. report
said were killed during the 12year-old civil war between the
Salvadoran government and
the FMLN (Farabundo Marti
National Liberation Front).
The killings were not just
random incidents by rogue
members of the military or a
bad side effect of a bloody civil
war. They were part of a ideological, systematic plan of
genocide perpetrated against
those who opposed the rule of
the government.
The most chilling finding
was the fact the U.S. not only
knew about the atrocities in El
Salvador, but suppressed any
reports of them and in some
instances tried to cover them
up while continuing to give El
Salvador, with a population of
5 million, billions of dollars of
mainly military aid.

The U.S., by supporting a
government that committed
these crimes against the people, becomes a sponsor of
genocide based on a person’s
political beliefs and/or ideologies.
The red of dte American
flag should stand for the blood
of the people of El Salvador
that flowed for 12 years while
the Reagan/Bush administration publicly supported and
embraced this murderous government.
Washington under Reagan
and Bush turned a blind eye to
the atrocities in El Salvador
and continued to provide military training and support to
the army which incuded the
ruthless Atlacatl Battalion.
The U.N. investigation
found the Atlatcl Battalion was
responsible for the massacre of
between 200 and 1,000 people
in the remote jungle town of El
Mozote in December of 1981.
Only two people are known to
have survived the massacre.
Earlier in 1981 the battalion
had trained in the U.S.
The U.N. also found the
U.S. trained and supplied battalion was to blame for the
1989 slayings of six Jesuit
priests, their housekeeper and
her teen-age daughter.
At the time of the El Mozote
massacres, the U.S. Embassy
conducted an investigation.

The State Department said the
killings were not fully proven
to have happened. In a New
York Times article, the State
Department never visited the
town of El Mozote, nor talked
to the Salvadoran government
about the massacre.
American law professor,
Thomas Buergenthal, who
wrote the report on the atrocities in El Salvador said, "Our
impression was that certain
individuals in the Embassy
were not interested in receiving that information (about
the massacre at El Mozote)."
According to Buergenthal,
the Reagan and Bush administrations didn’t want stories of
atrocities to reach the Congress because if they did, Congress would have to vote
against more funding.
The Atlatacl Battalion was
Colonel
and
disbanded
Domingo Monterrosa, the
head of the battalion, was
killed in 1984 when a bomb
that was smuggled onto his
helicopter exploded
The U.S. needs to cut off all
aid to El Salvador until the
people named as responsible
for the human rights abuses
are driven out of the army and
the government of El Salvador.
These people must also be kept
from ever running for any
political office.
El Salvador’s President

John Perez

In the Mist
Alfredo Cristiani calls for
amnesty for all of those
involved in the killings.
On Saturday, the Salvadoran government voted to give
amnesty to all of those accused
of atrocites including army
officers believed to be involved
in the massacre at El Mozote.
In addition to cutting off
aid, the U.S. must also see the
criminals who committed the
cowardly acts of murdering
innocent civilians are not
allowed to be free, but are
made to pay for the atrocities
they have committed under
the disguise of fighting for
freedom.

lohn Perez is a Daily staff
columnist Ills column
appears every other Thursday.
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Speaki ng of "disheartening" and "closed-minded"...
Rick Thoma, in his campus
viewpoint ("Closed-minded
minds about abortion," March
22) proved to be one more
anti-choicer who has missed
the point.
First of all, I am not "proabortion," as Thoma said. I
assure you that my abortion
was not a pleasant experience
and I would be perfectly happy
if no woman ever chose to
have one. But the choice
should be ours and is ours,
legally.
I am a journalism student
and would be the last to suggest people like Thoma should
not be able to voice their opinions. In fact, I welcome any
intelligent expression of opinion, whether or not it is contrary to my own.
My argument is not with
the expression of opinions, but
with the publication of inaccurate information aimed at
scaring people into agreeing
with your opinion.
The facts that were presented in the advertising insert
were grossly misleading of the

statistics in my letter to the its passage in 1973 because it
editor ("Please, no more pro- sounded like fun. In fact, the
paganda," March 16), but number of women undergoing
offered no evidence to refute abortions after Roe v. Wade’s
passage didn’t change much.
them.
Our country was founded
I know no one will change
his or her mind about abor- on the concept that all Amerition based on an editorial in cans should be able to make
for
choices
the Sparthemselves.
tan Daily;
When I chose
so I will
to become sexunot waste
ally active, I
my time
knew my choice
trying to
entailed responexplain
sibilities. Our
why I don’t
sexual relationbelieve
ships enrich our
abortion is
lives, and I have
wrong.
never regretted
I would,
my choice. Some
however,
anti -abortionto
like
ists would say
focus on
premarital sex is
the issue of
whether or not abortion wrong and it was my own fault
should be legal. I am one of the that I got pregnant, even
first women to grow up in the though I was using birth conera of legal abortion in the t rol.
But our government isn’t
United States. But I am not so
far removed from women here to legislate morality. It is
whose horror stories tell us not the government’s place to
tell me whether premarital sex
why we should never go back.
Roe v. Wade did not tell us is right or wrong. Nor is it the
abortion was OK. We did not government’s place to tell me
flock to abortion clinics after which God to believe in or, in

Our country was
fiunded on the
concept that all
Americans should
be abk to make
choices. . .

Holly Celeste Fisk

Campus Viewpoint
fact, whether l must believe in
a god at all. And it is not the
government’s place to tell us
whether abortion is right or
wrong.
We have already seen that
women will choose to have
abortions whether they are
legal or not, so there is little
point in arguing about
whether they are "right" or
"w

rong."

We can continue to provide
safe, legal abortions for
women who choose to have
them, or we can go back to
punishing women for becoming pregnant by forcing them
to choose between carrying an
unwanted child to term and
having an unsafe, possible fatal
illegal.
It’s our choice.

Ilolly Celeste I:14
1011111,1115111
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The San Jose State calendar

THURSDAY FRIDAY
ASIAN AND PACIFIC ISLANDER
STUDENT UNION: Asian Outreach Day meeting, 5-7p.m., SU Montalvo Room, call Christina at
924-2587.
CALMECA PROJECT: Pre-BowlA-Thon Gathering, 6p.m., SU Costanoan Room, call Venessa at
279-5143.
CAREER PLANNING AND PLACEMENT: Career strategies for physics majors, 11:30a.m., Science
239; Co-op orientation, 1p.m.,
SU Costanoan Room, call 9246033.
CATHOLIC NEWMAN COMMUNITY:
Daily
Lent
Mass,
12:10p.m., Campus Christian
Center Chapel at 10th Street and
San Carlos St-reet, call Judy at
298-0204.
GOLDEN KEY: Meeting, 5p.m.,
SU Costanoan Room, call 3702102.
JEWISH AWARENESS MONTH:
Movie night, 7:30p.m., SU Costanoan Room, call Anna at 3783037 or 379-6056.
MUSIC DEPT.: Listening Hour featuring pianist Laurel Brettell,
12:30-1:20p.m., Music Bldg.,
Concert Hall, call 924-4673.
PHYSICS DEPT.: Seminar on Gamma Ray Spectroscopy in
Space, 1:30p.m., Science Bldg.
251, call 924-5210.
PREVENTION
EDUCATION
PROGRAM
(PEP)
CENTER:
Impromptu Theatre, 12-1p.m.,
SU Amphi-theater, call Marsha at
924-5945.
SAVE THE AFRO-AMERICAN
ST-UDIES
DEPT.:
Meeting,
5:30p.m., Wahlquist Central 210,
SDS-EOP Tutorial Room, call
Aswad at 924-7952.
SCHOOL OF ART AND DESIGN:
Student galleries shows 10a.m.4p.m., Art Building and Industrial Studies, call Marla at 9244330.
SJSU STUDENTS FOR CHOICE:
Tabling and signing of card for
the late Dr. Gunn, 9a.m.-3p.m.,
Front of SU, call Denelle at 9844084.
SOCIETY OF COMPUTER ENGINEERS: Technical Film Festival,
5:30p.m., Engineering Building
Room 486, call Aron at 9469583.
STUDENT CALIFORNIA TEACHERS ASSOCIATION: Meeting with guest speaker Dr. Steffey, 121p.m., Sweeney Hall 331.
STUDENT HEALTH SERVICES:
Nutrition Counseling, 8a.m.-12p.m. by appointment, Health Bldg. 106, call Oscar at 924-6117.
THEATRE ARTS/DANCE: University Dance Theatre lecture and
demonstration, 12-1:15p.m., Dance Studio Theatre in Spartan
Complex 219, call Luba at 9245039.
UNITED CAMPUS CHRISTIAN
MINISTRY: Fellowship dinner, 6p.m., Campus Ministry Center,
call Renny at 298-0204.

AKBAYAN CLUB: Bowl-a-Thon,
3-6p.m., Sugaland, call Mike or
Nancy at 534-1140.
CHICANO COMMENCEMENT:
Fundraiser, 9a.m. - 1 p.m., Club
Oz, call Kim at 729-5012.
CHINESE CAMPUS FELLOWSHIP: The Call of Wild Picinic, 22:30p.m., Joe West Hall, call 2526876.
JEWISH AWARENESS MONTH:
Interfaith retreat through Sunday, Aptos, call Anna at 378-3037
or 379-6056.
LATTER DAY SAINT STUDENT
ASSOCIATION: Volleyball, 12:301:30p.m., 66 S. 7th Street, call
286-3313.
MUSLIM STUDENT ASSOCIATION: Meeting and Prayer,
lp.m., SU Guadalupe Room, call
Osama at 241-0850.
SJSU FOLKDANCE CLUB: Begining and Intermediate Kolo (no
partner needed), teaching 89p.m., requests 9-10:30p.m., SPX
89, Women’s Gym, call Mildred
at 293-1302.
SJSU STUDENTS FOR CHOICE:
Tabling and signing of the card
for the late Dr. Gunn, 9a.m.3p.m., Front of SU, call Denelle
at 984-4084.

SUNDAY
CAMBODIAN STUDENTS ASSOCIATION: BBQ Picinic, 10a.m.5p.m., Lake Cunningham Park,
call Eric at 292-7334.
CATHOLIC NEWMAN COMMUNITY: Mass, 6p.m. at the Campus Christian Center, 8p.m. at St.
Jo-seph’s Cathedral, call Fr. Mark
or Judy at 298-0204.
MUSIC DEPT.: Tutti-Flutti Concert, 2p.m., Music Dept. Concert
Hall, call 924-4673.

SPRING
BREAK
BAPTIST STUDENT MINISTRIES:
Meeting, Monday March 29, 79p.m., Foxworthy Baptist Church, call Steve or Kim at 294-5767.
CAREER
PLANNING
AND
PLACEMENT: Teacher Recruitment Fair, Wednesday March 31,
9a.m.-4p.m., Student Union, call
924-6033.
CATHOLIC NEWMAN COMMUNITY: Lent Mass, Every day,
12:10a.m., Campus Christian Center Chapel, call Sr. Judy at 2980204.
LATTER DAY SAINT STUDENT
ASSOCIATION: Going to Oakland Temple, Friday April 2, leave
9:30a.m., 66 S. 7th Street, call
286-3313.
MOUNTAINEERS OF SJSU: Rock
climbing trip, March 28 -April 2,
Joshua Tree National Monument, call John at 275-0881 or Gary
at 279-2729.

(408) 924-3280
924-3282
924-3270
924-3277
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Corrections:
The theme for this year’s National Association for Chicano
Studies’ 21st Annual C,onference, which runs through Saturday,
is "Redefining Chicano and Chicana Studies."
U A quote in Wednesday’s story, "Faculty feel threatened by
budget shortfall:’ was misattributed. Associated Students President -Elect Blair Whitney said, "The concern is this: are we going
to draw the line, and make CSU a diploma mill or preserve the
quality of education?"
CI Pat Nichelson’s name was misspelled in Wednesday’s Spartan Daily.

’,an Jose ’,tate Ciav,r,ity

Hispanic and African Ameri
can students drop out of college. The study was titled
"Climbers, Prisoners, and
Social Fatalities." "Climbers" in
the enigmatic title refers to
those who come to college, prepared to succeed. "Prisoners"
are those who are here only
because their parents force
them. "Social Fatalities" are the
ones who get too involved in
the social atmosphere and just
quit college.
"We found that most students leave for non-academic
reasons," Bundy said. The reasons range from finances to an
inability to find classes to an
environment that is not supportive, he said.
For some, family obligations

also take priority over education.
"It’s hard to say racial issues
play a part in student
dropouts," Bundy said. "But it’s
also hard to discount."
Students who transferred to
SJSU had a higher rate of graduation than FTF. Of the 239 fall
transfers in 1983 who were Hispanic, 19.2 percent graduated
after three years from SJSU,
and 41 percent of the original
transfers had earned their
degree by the seventh year, with
2.5 percent continuing at SJSU.
White students performed
much better comparatively. Of
the 2,146 fall ’83 transfers, 31.2
percent graduated three years
after transfer, and a cumulative
total of 52.8 percent were done
after seven years.
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Getting on in years and strapped for cash,
Dorothy opens a store in Oz.

Homeless

Get a resume
that does the job.

From page /
create an "overflow" area for the
river should it flood.
Wessling also said the SHNs
efforts directed the SCVWD to
look at making the houses available to the homeless.
"We have no authority to let
people live in those houses,"
Wessling said. That’s why the
property is being leased to the
CHA. "They have the authority."
"I’m looking forward to
putting people in the house
Wagers said. Wagers hopes to
house six to eight homeless people in the house.
He said improvements would
have to be made to the house
before people can live there.
"There’s about $3,000 in repairs
that need to be done," Wagers
said. He hopes to get the majority
of the needed materials donated.
Wager said the rest of the funds,
as well as the architect and contractor, will come from Housing
for Independent People, a nonprofit organization working to
house homeless people.
Wagers said the homeless
would work with the contractor
and do most of the work themselves. Once the work is finished,
the CHA will inspect the house. If
it meets building code requirements, people can move in.
"If all goes well," Wagers said,
"we could start construction later
this week."
James Lenihan, director of
SCVWD, expressed his concerns

hurNby, Airt.h 25. 1993

Robaloo

Graduation rate
From page I

I

that the people may not want to
leave when the October deadline
arrives. If the people don’t want
to leave, it could delay the project
further.
Wessling said delays would
stem from the different set of laws
that apply once people move in.
She said renter laws provide for a
90-day waiting period in eviction
disputes. "We don’t want any
delays."
Wessling said this project has
been in the worlcs for the last 50
years. "The project has been
delayed because of problems getting funding." Because this is a
federal project, the Army Corps
of Engineers has to be involved.
Wessling said their studies have
taken "a long time."
government
The
federal
approved the funds for the project last year.
Wagers said the SHA fully
intends to adhere to the October
deadline. He feels it would be
counter productive to renege on
the deal. Wagers said feelings of
good faith between the SHA and
the city are important if deals like
this are to be made in the future.
"We’re trying to put pressure
on the city to provide housing for
its residents," Wagers said. "It has
an obligation to build affordable
housing. They destroy low-cost
housing and replace it with highincome developments."
"San Jose’s building policy is
contributing to homelessness,"
Wagers said.

Full Service
Desktop Publishing

Do It
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Resume Package I
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Off
All Copies on

Includes a one -page typeset
resume on a 31/2 inch storage
diskette and laser print.

Resume Paper.

$24.95

Valid on orders over $2.50.
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Convicted skinhead spared jail time

OUTSTANDING
REGIONAL

SUBJECTS.

7130 PM

SHORT

THE PRICE IS

0,101

ONLY 11112.00 PER

FORT WORTH, Texas (AP) An all-white jury convicted a
skinhead of murder in the driveby shooting of a black man, then
let him off with probation.
"Black folks’ lives still ain’t
worth a damn in Texas," fumed
Dallas County Commissioner
John Wiley Price, who is black.
"I’m mad as hell. Until black folks
start taking to the streets, nothing
is going to happen."
Christopher William Brosky,
an 18-year-old white supremacist,
received 10 years’ probation Thesday for the 1991 slaying of 32year-old Donald Thomas. He
could have received life in prison.
"We just felt like this might be
a man who might be able to turn
his life around," juror Richard
Higgs said. "If we had sent him to
Huntsville (prison), he might
have come back in worse shape."
testimony,
to
According
Brosky helped plan the shooting
and was in the car. But the
defense argued he was less culpable because he sat in the back
seat.
’Pwo others pleaded guilty to
murder in the case. The admitted
triggerman, who is 17, received a

Reach the
SJSU
marlcet.
ADVEFtTISEI
(408)
924-3270

40-year prison term in exchange
for his testimony against Brosky.
Another 17-year-old received a
15-year juvenile sentence.
Several civil rights groups said
they will call for a U.S. Justice
Department investigation.
"Only when something like
this happens in your back yard
can you understand what happened in Los Angeles in the King
trial," said Willie Starr, a member
of the NAACP in Fort Worth.
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The fun thing about fear
white wall lined
Abig,
with bales of hay races
towards me at a
sickening rate of speed.
Immediately, my brain tells me I
am in extreme danger and am
going to crash my motorcycle
into the obstacle.
I am grabbing the brakes in a
near panic as I come ever so
closer to meeting the immovable
object in front of me.
The sense of fear escalates into
terror as I t hi nk there is no way I
am going to get out of this
predicament.

Suddenly, the fear fades as I
get the motorcycle slowed down
enough to bend the bike right

1:rik Hove
On the Fast Track

WST
REGISTRATION
DEADLINE
April 1

OVERSEAS DEVELOPMENT NETWORK.
PEDAL FOR PROGRESS
This sumrner, six groups of twenty
riders will set off from Seattle,
Portland, San Francisco, Los Angel,,i.
Brownsville TX, and Montreal.
All six routes will converge in
Washington, D.C., at the end of
August for the finals

Don’t Wait!
Test Date:
April 24

JOIN CYCLISTS FROM AROUND Tlil
WORLD. FOR MORE INFORMATION

BIKE-AID
333 VALENCIA ST. #330

SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94103
(415) 431-4480
1-800-289-1326

$25 Fee
Pay at Cashiers Office
CW11111’
TRAFFIC SCHOOL
$9 9 im

with this ad
classes taught by etanedians
no test or written work
videos/movies
2,18
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You’re invited to participate in an impromptu
theatre experience focused on

ALCOHOL AND OTHER DRUGS
Thursday, March 25, 1993 at 12:00pm at
the Student Union Amphitheater
Prizes for the group with the largest attendance
Sponsored hy the PFP Center

S,JSEJ

Softball 1

and make it through the turn. I
continue on to the next turn to
repeat the process.
No, 1 am not averting a
possible accident on the street or
have suicide in mind; it is
something I like to do. Actually, I
love to race motorcycles.
The scene I described is Turn
11 at Sears Point Raceway, a slow
right-handed hairpin at the end
of a fast straight. I am in the
middle of a competition during
an American Federation of
Motorcyclists roadracing event.
1 was asked recently what
could possibly be the attraction
in going around a racetrack at
high speed with the possibility of
injury.
I thought about that for a
while and pondered the reasons.
I know I love the excitement, the
speed and the competition of
racing, but there is another
animalistic nature to it.
Fear is one of the main factors
that attracts me to racing. I guess
I love to get scared in one way or
another.
It is the same reason people
ride on rollercoasters or other
types of rides at an amusement
park. People like to be frightened
when they ride a rollercoaster, or
there is no reason to ride it.
1 feel the same way about
racing. There have been times
when I have thought for sure that
I was braking too late for a turn
and crashing was the only
possible outcome.
I have also found myself in
scary rear-tire slides, totally out
of control and fearing impending
doom.
But most of the time, I come
out of this scary moment and
continue to do battle. The
adrenaline runs through me, I
sweat profusely and get a strange
sense of accomplishment after
cheating my initial sense of
danger.
I have felt the same type of
rush from rollercoasters, but the
intensity is much less. I think the
very real sense of danger and
pain associated with crashing
adds a gruesome element to the
excitement of a near-crash
incident.
The element of fear
diminished a little near the end
of my first year of racing as my
confidence rose and crashing
seemed like it only happened to
other racers.
Then I got a dose of reality
after I crashed for the first time. I
broke my collarbone in two
places and remembered instantly
why I had fear of crashing in the
first place.
But the pain and
inconvenience I went through
after the crash has not
diminished my addiction to
racing and the pleasure that I
receive from it.
I also know the high I get from
racing cannot be equaled by
anything else.
So the next time someone asks
me why 1 race, I will simply tell
them: because it scares the hell
out of me.
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Spartan right fielder Tim Gavello beats out the throw to Pioneer’s Owen Von Rue to steal second base
during the fourth inning.

Spartans cruise past Lewis & Clark
BY HECTOR FLORES
Spartan Daily Stalt Writer

The Spartan baseball team
went through the motions in a 61 victory over Lewis & Clark College at Municipal Stadium on
Wednesday.
SJSU (17-8) overcame complacency and a 1-0 deficit in the top
of the fourth inning, to post a victory that head coach Sam Piraro
felt was important to prepare his
team for Big West Conference
play. The Pioneers (2-8) are part
of the NAIA division, a step
below Division 1.
"It was a tough game for us
with league play coming up this
weekend. This was a team that
our guys new they could handle,
so the motivation level wasn’t
what I would have liked it to be,"
Piraro said.
The Spartans answered Lewis
& Clark’s one-run threat in the

fourth inning with three of their
own as Pioneer pitcher Tom Blanchard walked the first three batters to help SJSU’s rally.
Brandon Peterson slapped an
RBI single to center field, driving
in Gerad Cawhorn. LaVerne
Thomas followed with an RBI
single of his own, driving in
Peterson, to put the Spartans up
3-1.
Peterson added another run in
the sixth inning by driving in
Mike Carrigg on a double to deep
left-center field. The shot was
close to going out of the ballpark,
but fell short and caromed off the
wall to keep Peterson at second.
SJSU padded their lead in the
eighth inning with two more runs
as Eric Pitt and Cawhorn hit their
19th and 20th RBIs of the season
respectively.
Spartan pitching was strong as
Mike Rausch worked four effective innings before giving way to

Joey Chavez, who picked-up his
seventh win of the season.
Chavez retired the first eight
batters, striking out three, before
allowing his first of only two hits.
Richard Smith closed in the ninth
inning by striking out two batters
while retiring the side.
"We did a real nice job of coming out and getting the victory;’
Rausch said.
According to Piraro, the Spartans will need to take two out of
three games this weekend against
Big West foe UC Santa Barbara.
Santa Barbara just came off two
straight victories over defending
national champion Pepperdine.
"We got to make sure our
pitching and defense is strong,
and we have to execute on
offense," Piraro said.
SJSU will host Santa Barbara
on Friday at 7p.m. and Saturday
and Sunday at 1 p.m. All games
will be at Municipal Stadium.

ournament!

March 25-28
at

TWit1 Creeks Sports Complex in Sunnyvale.

Spartan Game Times

to NT because they’re trendsetters
in ISDN protocols and fiber optics.
Icame

Thurs.- 5:(X) p.m. vs.

Northwestern
11:00 a.m. vs.
Iowa State
Fri.- 1:00 p.m. vs.
Bowling Green
Fri.-

Ova N \C:\‘
*

*

* Teams undetermined
Sat. -9:(X) a.m. - 7:(X) p.m.
* Sun. 9:(X) a.m. - 1 1:(X) a.m.

Championship Game
Sun. at 11:00 a.m

SJSU Students FREE
with current SJSU I.D. 41%
Discounts for alumni, seniors & youth.
$1 Parking fee for Student Scholarship!

Arvind Ahuj. B.S. in Computer Engineering. Sim Joer State University. 1941.
Software Development Engineer Technology Engineering. Northern Telecom.
Private Network, Mountain View. CA.

We’ll he on eaznpus April 5 & 6
Please stop by our information Session
Monday. April 3. 12 noon - 2:00 p.m.
Almaden Room, Student Union
See your Career Planning & Placement ()Rice for details
the people wt 0 are determining the future of telecommunications. Our Ba Area development facility in Mountain
View and manufacturing facility. in Santa Clara are respon.
sible for our Merit ten I huninene communivation systems
the leading private branrh exchanges in the world.
Find out more about our eall11111,1 visits by contacting your
phieement office or sending your resume and a ropy of your

transcripts to. Northern Telecom. Attn: College Recruiting.
WI East Middlefield Road. Mountain View, CA 94034-7277.
We are an Equal Opportunity. Employer. We do not discriminate on the basis of rare. religion. color. sex. age. nati tttt al
oripn or disability. Northern Telecom is committed to a drug
free workplace and performs pre -employment testing for
current illegal usage of drup.

01/4

INFORMATION: (408) 924-1292
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World Events
Washington
Watch
Congnss takes steps
to reverse 12 yrars
of anti-abortion policy
WASHINGTON (AP) - Congress moved Wednesday toward
reversing 12 years of anti-abortion
policy, as a Senate panel approved
an abortion rights bill and the
House took up a measure on abortion counseling.
The major battle in Congress on
the issue - how much leeway
states should have in restricting
abortion - is still several weeks or
months away, when the House and
Senate get to the Freedom of
Choice Act, which would lock a
woman’s right to abortion into federal law.
On Wednesday, the Senate
Labor and Human Resources
Committee voted 12-5 to send that
bill to the Senate floor.
Abortion foes didn’t try to
weaken the bill with tough language on 24-hour waiting periods
and parental consent requirements
in committee, saying they would
save that fight for the floor.
Meanwhile, the House took up a
bill that reauthorizes spending for
family planning clinics and writes
into federal law President Clinton’s
lifting of the Bush administration’s
ban on most abortion counseling
in federally funded clinics.

Classi

0 Yeltsin, legislatures
try to resolve
power struggle
MOSCOW (AP) - Russia veered
between confrontation and compromise
Wednesday, as President Boris Yeltsin
and his legislative opponents could not
resolve their power struggle.
Yeltsin started the day by softening
his claim to special powers but later denounced lawmalcers for proceeding with
plans for an emergency parliament session to try to oust him. An aide repeated
the president’s charge that hard-liners
want to restore the Communists’ authoritarian regime.
Lawmakers demanded Yeltsin appear
at the Congress of People’s Deputies on
Friday, when they may vote to remove
him from office for declaring emergency
rule and calling an April 25 referendum
on who the people trust to govern - the
president or the legislature.

@ Serbian military
accused of shelling
on safety operation
TUZLA, Bosnia-Herzegovina (AP)
- U.N. helicopters swooped into besieged Srebrenica to fly refugees to safety
Wednesday, but the operation was halted
after Serbs shelled some of the refugees
as they waited in a soccer stadium.
The attack killed one person and injured 21, including two Canadian peacekeepers, U.N. officials said. They said 26
people, including the U.N. soldiers, were
flown out before flights were stopped.
In New York, U.N. Secretary-General

AUTO INSURANCE
Campus Insurance Service
Special Student Programs
Serving SJSU for 20 years
"Great Rates for Good Drivers"
"Gocd Rates for NonGood Drivers’
SPECLAL DISCOUNTS
"Good Student"
’Family Multkar
CALL TODAY
2965270
ANNOUNCEMENTS
FREE QUOTE
NO HASSLE - NO OBUGATiON
AUDITIONS: GREEK FOUt dance
Also open Saturdays 9-2.
troup seeks male and fermale
performers. Will train. For info,
CHEAP! FBI / US. SEIZED
$200.
89 Memedes
call 356-5754.
$50.
86 VW
$100.
ALL GOLDEN KEY MEMBERS! 87 Mercedes
For important Information on 65 Mustang
$50.
upcoming events and activities, Choose from thousands start $50.
please go to Student Activities
FREE Information.
Office, Box 89. For additional
24 Hour HoUine.801.379-2929
Copyright CA057510.
information call 408/3702102.

ELECTRONICS
MAC Classic, hard drNe, modem
printer, sothvare, dust covers. Exc.
cond. $1,000. or b/o. 374 3811.

FOR SALE

CHEAP! FBI / U.S. SEIZED
$200.
89 Mercedes
$50.
86 VW
5100.
87 Mercedes
$50.
65 Mustang
Choose from thousands start $50.
FREE 24 Hour Hotline Reveals
MODEL SEARCH MAGAZINE Giveaway Prices. 801-379-2929
Your chance to be seen!!! Copyrght CA057509.
Models wanted ty top agencies all
over the country and the world.
HELP WANTED
Break into the modeling industry
now? No experience necessary. Call
SOUTH VALLEY FAMILY YMCA is
for details. Tom (408)2439737.
looking for creative energetic teach
FAST FUNDRAISER. $1,000. in 1 ers, director in training & subs for
week. Greeks, clubs, anyone. preschool & school age child care
centers. Parttime, various hours
No risk. 8036566935 ext. 50.
mornings & afternoons between 7
am & 6 pm. Minimum 12 ECE
NEW: STUDENT DENTAL PUN
units. Call 2273605 a 226,9622.
cleaned
and
Office visits, teeth
xrays - no charge.
SUMMER CAMP COUNSELORS.
SAVE MONEY and your TEETH
Easter Seal Camp in Boolder
Erroll now!
Creek. Call for application:
For brochure see
A.S. Office or call 800-6583225. 6842166.
EARN MONEY
Promote your organization
selling printed sweatshirts,
T-shirts, hats, visors, mugs,
decals, bumper stickers, etc.,
wtth your design or loge!
Please call to see just how
low these prices can be!
Brainstorm Graphics:
4984343.

MAXIMIZE YOUR FINANCIAL AIDI
A dynamic guide offers proven
seaets for college students, plus a
comprehensive directory d contact
sources. For free details, send a
self-addressed stamped envelope
to: ASA, 2455 23nd Ave., S.F. CA
94116. Sabsfaction guaranterx11
WANTED: Psychology Volunteers
Reach out 3 hours/week as a
Canmunity Friend, providing social
support to adults living with mental
Illness. We train. 408/4360606.
AUTOMOTIVE
75 BMW 2002. All leather styler,
auto, 115k. Runs great. Bright
orange. $3,200. 408/9232090.
80 JEEP C1-5. Red. Good cond.
Rebuilt trans. 8, clutch. Pullout
Sony Stereo. Bikini top. $5,000.
CaN Rally at 4483923.
NEW WHT. 91 PICIt UP. Take osier
loan: $250./month for 40 months.
23,500 miles. Cal Ten 2983115.
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Boutros Boutros-Ghali deplored the casualties and called for an immediate halt
to the shelling.
Radovan Karadzic, the Bosnian Serb
leader who approved the U.N. flights, denied Serb forces were responsible and accused Bosnia’s Muslim-led government
of firing at the landing site and blaming it
on the Serbs.
But Bosnian Serb military commanders indirectly admitted the shelling.

e Military watchful
as Somalia observes
end of Ramadan
MOGADISHU, Somalia (AP) Somalia celebrated the end of Ramadan
on Wednesday as foreign troops prepare
for any outbreak of violence.
Patrols cruised Mogadishu’s potholed streets, and observation posts
were erected at major intersections as
residents observed Eid El-Fitr, the feast
that marks the end of the Muslim fasting
month of Ramadan.
Jets from the just-arrived USS Wasp’s
amphibious group screamed low over
the city several times Wednesday, twice
releasing a group of 10 flares that created
a sort of daylight fireworks display.
Some Somalis were angry or frightened by the show of force. Others cheered, reminded of past Eid El-Fitr celebrations when the former government’s
military jets would buzz overhead.
Peace talks among the country’s 15
factions were scheduled to conclude in
the Ethiopian capital of Addis Ababa on
Wednesday, and officials were worried
about the possibility of demonstrations
linked to the end of negotiations and
Ramadan.

0 Elections held
in Muslim region
despite bombing

@ New president
hopes to have role
in peace process

COTABATO, Philippines (AP) - Voters will select leaders of the Muslim autonomous region of Mindanao Thursday in
elections held amid a wave of bombings
blamed on Islamic fundamentalists.
But the election appears to have generated little public enthusiasm. Instead of
stressing regional issues, the campaign
has become a test of strength between
President Fidel Ramos’ Lalcas party and
the main opposition Struggle of the
Democratic Filipino. Both national parties have fielded candidates.
Voters will choose a governor and 22
lesser officials from among 76 candidates.
A wave of bombings across Mindanao,
second largest of the 7,100 Philippine
islands, has raised fears about safety during the balloting.

JERUSALEM (AP) -Ezer Weizman
was elected Wednesday as Israel’s seventh president and said he hoped to play a
role in the Middle East peace process.
The candidate of the governing Labor Party, outpolled former Parliament
Speaker Dov Shilansky from the conservative Likud bloc 66-53 in a secret Parliament ballot, with one abstention.
Ezer Weizman, a former air force
commander, was defense minister in the
Likud government in 1977 and played a
lcey role in the peace talks with Egypt
that produced Israel’s only accord with
an Arab state.
During the five-year Palestinian uprising, Weizman became an advocate of
negotiations with the Palestine Liberation Organization. The government considers the PLO a terrorist group.

FAX: 924-3282

Phone: 924-3277
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MO% PURE ADRENAUNE II!!!
Experience the thrill of free falling
from 10.000 feet at the Bay Area’s
only skydNing center. Come join us
for a tandem jump and enjoy your
first skydive with only 45 minutes
of training. For the true thrill seeker. try an accelerated freefall
course and find yourself on the
fastest road to becoming a certified
skydiver, starting with a six hour
class and a mile long freefall the
same day. Videos of your jump
also available. Owned and operated by SJSU students and grads.
For more info call (510)634-7575.

SPARTAN DAILY

INSTRUCTOR -For those who love
children. Exciting and energetic
people needed for pre-school
children sports and recreation
pregrant Full & part time available.
Salary plus bonus. Call Mr. Chung
(510) 713-7347. Positions available throughout the bay area.
$7.00 68.00 PER HOUR
Security - Full time or part time
All shifts / Day, Swing or Grave.
Weekly Paychecks
Credit union
Full training,
Vacation Pay.
3 medical plans for F.T.
Dental / Vision Plans.
Requires: Reliable transportation,
clean police record, verifiable past
employment, good communication
skills, 18 + years.
AppN: 8 am.-5 pm. Monday - Friday
’ Vanguard Security Services
3212 Scott Mud. Santa Clara
Near 101 at San Tomas & Scott
$17. PER HOUR TO START.
Weekends - Evenings.
Lawn aeration sales.
Green Thumb - 732-4443.
ATTENTION: SJSU STUDENTS!
GOOD PAY - GREAT DPERIENCE
Vector, an international firm
is expanding In the Bay Area.
We need ambitious, motivated
individuals who seek both good
income and a valuable leaming
experience. Work P/T now F/T
in summer. flexible hours set
around your school schedule!
Starting pay rate $12.25 III!
No experience nec. will train.
Internships and scholarships
available. CaN 21305195.
YOUTH SPORTS COORDINATOR.
Central YMCA of San Jose seeks
motivated, detail oriented person
interested in running youth indoor
soccer league. $6.00-$7.50 per
hour (PT). Great experience for
Recreation or Phys. Ed. students.
Cal Scott Fairman at 2981717.
MARKETING, no exp. nee. will
train. Easy work, set your own
hours. Working as little as 2 hrs.
per day, you can eam $1,200. to
sa.000. per month. 3950076.

SALES POSITION! INTERESTED IN *SMALL WORLD SCHOOLS
Medical / Dental Benefits
health & fitness? Flexible hours.
Sick /Vacation Pay
great opportunity for Mktg. Mgrnt.
Employee Referral Bonus.
& Phys. Ed. majors. Training
Now tieing three parttime students
program. Brenda: 2557710.
to work Tuesdays and Thursdays in
CAMP COUNSEU7R.2 months this before & after school age childcare
summer 0 Girlscout Aquatic Camp programs. Other full and part time
in Kentucky. Aquatic skills positions also available in both
prefened. Salary + lOOM. & board. before & atter school age chiWcare
programs ark] preschool programs.
415/497.7770.
Positions great for both female and
UFEGUARD/SWIM INSTRUCTOR, male students. Substitute teaching
parttime. Must hove CPR, Frit Ala positions available for students
& Lifeguard training. WSI a plus. needing flexible hours or days off
Send resume: NPIA 3, 2070 for studying. With 24 locatiorLs. we
offer lots of acNancement and
Linewocd Dr. San Jose, 95132.
opportunity. Call us, we’ll work with
DAY SITTER FOR 2 PERFECT your schedule. Minimum 12 units
children (ages 3 & 4). Flex sched. needed in chikl development
elementary education or recreation.
New campus. $5./hr. 993-8166.
Call (408) 257-7326.
CASHIERS - CHEVRON. Two
locations. Flexible hours.Call SALES HEALTH AND FITNESS
Full time positions available for
2983964 / 2690337.
management trainees needed for
WANTED: VERSATILE PERSON California’s fastest growing profee
for very parttime WC44( in assisting sional martial art sdrools. Oppatu.
to conduct lawhil inquiries. Degree nity for rapid advancement to
in philosophy, psychology or management for self motivated
related field a must Send resume enthusiastic team players. Karate
to: Denver Detectives, 1556 experience helpful tut not necesHalford Ave. 0280, Santa Clara, sary. Guaranteed base, plus com
missions, bonus, trips and other
CA 95051.
great benefits. Call Mr. Benyessa
at (510) 7137347.
$200. - $500. WEEKLY
Assemble products at home.
Easyl No selling. You’re paid deect COUNSELOR / SKILLS TRAINER
Fully guaranteed. FREE Information with developmentally disabled
24 hour hotline. 801379-2900. adults. 6 months exper. with D.D.
adults. Fremont 510/226.0505.
Copyright CA057550.

OFFICE HELP NEEDED. Looking for
enthusiastic, professional high
energy individual! Experience in
communications, telemarketing,
computers & customer service.
Great atmosphere. Hourly wage
plus commission. Contact Ron
A.S.A.P. at Cellular Image. Call
267-TALK1I
HIGH TECH JOBS THE EASY WAY!
The Job Fnder for High Tear Silicon
Valley lists valuable information on
700+ companies in the Silicon
Valley to help you find jobs that
suit your skill set. It allows you
to act smart in your job search.
Available at Spartan Bcokstore.
RESTAURANT PART-TIME
Day and evening shifts.
Excellent pay. Apply in person at
Pasta Mla.
2565N. 1st St. a
call John / Doug at 435-7300.
EARN $1,500 WEEKLY mailing our
circulars! Begin Novel Free packet!
SEYS, Dept. 15, Box 4000,
Cordova, TN 380184000.

LOS GATOS ROOMIE WANTED! WASHINGTON SQUARE FEDERAL
CREDIT UNION
$300/mo. + dep. W/D, oven room,
cable, pool. Avail.4/10. 3741841. ’STUDENTS SERVING STUDENTS"
Membership open exclusNely
to SJSU Students, Alunni, and
1 BEDROOM APARTMENTS
aig windows, bright and airy, with
Advisory Faculty!
dishwasher, air conditioning gated,
Services include:
covered parking & on-site laundry. $ Auto Loans $ Personal Loans $
Intercom building. Quiet, nice for
$ Debt Consolidation Loans $
Share (savegs) & CD Accts.
two roommates or staff. 1 block
from SJSU. From $625. per month.
Exceptional Rates!!!
Convenient location:
Aspen Vintage Tower. 2974705.
48 S. 7th Street. Suite 201
San Jose, CA 95112
2 BDR./1. BA. 1 block hom SJSU.
Free basic cable, laundry room, Call for more info: (408)947-7273.
parking, modem appliances. Rent
begins at $725./mo. + $500. dep.
BREAST EMARGEMBVT.
Medically proven norvsurejcal.
For information call 971-0869 or
Safe. Natural. Only $220.
see manager at Royale Apts, 485
Body Imaging (408) 3744960.
S. 9th &
St Also accepting
applications for Fall semester.
5016 DISCOUNT!
Permanent Cosmetics by Trish.
780 S. 11TH STREET APTS.
Enhance your natural beauty!!
2 bedroom./2 bath start $770.
Eye Liner - Lips - Eyebrows.
Walk or ride bike to school. Ample
Expires 5 - 31 93.
parking, garage available Secured
entrance. Cable TV avail. Laundry
4083793600
Hair Today Gone Tomorrow
facilities. Remodeled, roomy & very
clean. Call Manager 288-9157
621 E. Campbell Ave. 017.
Campbell. CA 95038.
leave message.

INTERNATIONAL MARKETING
Firm seeking to expand in Bay
LOST & FOUND
Area. Sales reps and managers
needed. Full time and part time ZITA: I LOST CONTACT with you!
avail. For more info regarding the We had BUS 50 together Spring
’90. Wnte Frank 681 N. 18th St
company, caN Ryan at 9558281.
San Jose, CA 95112. U know her?
EMPLOYMENT
SUMMER
ALASKA
- fisheries Eam 4600.-i/week in
SERVICES
canneries or $4,000. +/month on
fishing boats. Free transportation! VVRMNG & RESEARCH Serdces.
Room & board! Male or Female. Term paper & thesis preparation
CNer 8,003 openings. For employ- and assistance. All subjects. Qualiment program call 1-206-546 fied writers on every topic. Editing
Reveribrg. Resumes. ESL students
4155 ext. A6041.
welcomed. Work guaranteed.
Emergencies a specialty. Fast
satisfactory service. Improve your
HOUSING
grades! (Berkeley) 510841-5036.
FEMALE, NONSMOKER NEEDED
to share 2 bdrm./1 bath apt wrth VIDEO SERVICES SPECIALIZING
pool. Near It. rail, Willow Glen & in weddings. Recordirg editig and
Almaden Expy. $350. + 1/2 ubl. duplication. Affordable and prolessional. Call 408/7231813.
Call 265-8553.
BECTROLYSIS CUNICI!
DUMP YOUR ROOMMATE
Unwanted hae remomd forever.
SPECIAL! Tired of loud music
Specialist Confidential.
when you need to study or your
Disposable or yar osim prote.
favorite sweater missing in action?
Use alone just minutes from SJSU. 335 S. Baywood Av. San Jose, Ca.
Call 247-7408.
Spacious studios from only $495.
Call Stephanie - 408/571141300.

ADVERTISE YOUR SERVICE
in the Spartan Daily Classified.
Call 924-3277.
MEN AND WOMEN PERMANENT
HAIR REMOVAL. Stop shaving,
waxing, tweezing or using chemicals. Let us permanently remove
your unwanted hair. Back - Chest Lip - Bikini - Chin - Tummy etc.
Students & faculty 15% discount.
1st. appt. 1/2 price if made by
5/31/93. Hair Today Gone
Tomorrow, 621 E. Campbell Ave.
#17, Carrpbell . (408) 3793500.
IMMIGRATION / BUSINESS
16 yrs of legal experience
H1, labor cert., green card
caporation & business.
Law Offices of Stanley K Yirn
20211he Alameda, Suite 350
San Jose, CA 95126
TTD 408/2439532
Voice 408/249-9567.
INRMNG, RESEARCH, EDMNG.
Term paper assistance. Versatile,
expert staff. Experienced with ESL
students. Eriergencies welcomed.
Cali Whereto 800-777-7901.

TItAYEL
CALL UNDA TODAY
for expenenced, professional word
SPRING BREAK GET-AWAY! processng Theses, terrn papers,
Cabo San Lucas Mexico 5 days!
group protects, etc. All formats
eicluding APA. Laser pnnter.
$309. per person. Discount airline
tickets and more! Voyagera Travel.
Transcription and Fax services
Ionia 379-9934.
available. Almaden/Branham area.
Call for appointment
(408)264-4504.
GOING somewhere this sumener?
Europe, Asia, Indian subcontinent,
Hawaii? For low fares & accommo FRIENDLY WORDPROCESSING
TRANSCRIPTION. Professional!
dations call 408/261-9564.
home typist w/ LaserJet printer.
HEADING FOR EUROPE this $2.00 / double spaced page.
summer? Only $269.11 Jet there Open almost 24 hours a day,
ANYTIME for 5269. with AIRHITCH! 7 days a week. Term papers,
(From L.A. - Hawaii - $129., resumes, correspondence, etc.
New York - $129. each way!) West San Jose near Cupertino.
AIRHITCH 310-3940550.
Suzanne:4465658.
WHERE DO YOU WANT TO GO?
Hawaii, Mexico. Europe, U.S.?
Make your vacation plans now.
Call for low airfares. Arlene:
408/997.3647.

WORD PROCESSING

EXPERT WORD PROCESSORS.
Science and Eneffsh papers / the
ses our specialty. Laser printing
Free spell check and storage.
APA, Turabian and other forrnats.
Resumes, editing, graphics
and other services available.
Masterson’s Word Processing.
Call Paul or Viegjnia 408-251-04,49

CREATIVE RASCALS Desktop Publishng
Term papers, reports, resumes.
Affordable! 4083640806

%NORD PROCESSOR
Retired secretary. Let me do the
typing!! Resumes. term papers,
theses, etc. Grad & undergrad.
IBM Comp/Laser printer.
Available days
(eves/weekends by appt.)
Appointment necessary.
Call Anna - 972-4992.

AFFORDABLE & EXPERIENCED
Word processing! Theses, term
papers, nursing & group projects,
resumes, letters. manuscripts. etc.
Word Perfect 5.1. HP Laserret. AIN
formats plus APA. Spelling, puictir
ation and grammar assistance. AIII PROFESSIONAL TYPING SERVICE
Word Processing Tern Papers
WOrii guaranteedl Save $S$ with
Theses, Graduate Work. APA &
referral discounts! For worryfree,
Turabian. Desktop Publishing,
dependable, and prompt service,
C,raphic Cesgn & Layout.
call PAM at 247-2681 (8am-13pm).
Laser Output
Satisfaction Guaranteed.
.A NEATLY 7YPED PAPER gets the
V.I. P. Graphics
best grades. This English teacher
Near Oakridge Mall
has 30 years’ experience typing
3639254.
and welcomes foreign students.
Best rates! Fast service!
Call Barbara at WRITE/TYPE Theses/Projects/Term Papers.
Call Marsha at 2669448 for full
(408)2957438.
service word processing: edrt for
vocabulary, grammar, sentence
I HATE
TO TYPEI
If this got your attention, give you, structure, punctuation; format
self a break. Let me do it for youl (APA, Turalikm, MU); table/graph
Free pick up and delivery. preparation; custom postscript
Resumes, terrn papers & theses. laser printing. (Also edit disks)
APA format. $2.00 per double Resume/cover letter preparation.
spaced page / $5.00 minimum. International Students Welcome!
WIIIOW Gen area. 7:30am-8:30prn.
Call Jule - 9988354.

DAILY CLASSIRED-ADVERT1SING THAT WORKS!
Print your ad Mr*. Line is 30 spaces, including letters, numbers, punctuation & spaces between words.
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One
PIT
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55
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5 lines
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Two
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S7
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Three
RIM
S9
S10
Sit
512

Few
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511
512
513
514

&driest

Days
513
$14
515
$16

After the fifth day, rate Increases by $1 pet day.
I irsl line
tpaI (,) in bold tree r rl charge
lir to 5 additional words available in bold for $3 each.

SEMESTER RATES
3 9 lines:5 /O. 10-14 lines:590.
15 19 lines: $110.

Please dieck
your classification:

City & Slate
Phone

Send check or money order to
Spartan Daily Classifieds
San Jose State University,
San Jose, CA., 95192-0149
( 1,)%sif led desk is kx tl III Dvvight Bentel Hall, Room 209.
Deadline-. Two days before publication. All a,ds are prepaid.
? t. onset- utive publications ilates only. MI No refunds on cancelled ads.
QUESTIONS? CALL (408) 924-3277
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SPARTAN DAILY

New fall television season

Getting ahead

offers viewers a variety

Martin Girouard, s senior majoring in anthropology, studies bones on Wednesday for his
anthropology 186 test today. Girouard takes

MAT T WALLIS SPARTAN DAILY
advantage of the solitude in Duncan Hall
549 amidst the Buecher collection of
wildlife.

Council sends message
to out-and-about mayor
While
LOS ANGELES (AP)
Mayor Tom Bradley was on a
$250,000 trip to Europe, a city
councilman moved to curb official travel because the city is
already spending more than it
makes.
Bradley and six city officials
left Friday on a European trip to
promote trade and tourism. Federal and city funds and a donation from American Airlines paid
for the trip.
"This has offended the sensibilities of every taxpayer in Los
Zev
Councilman
Angeles,"
Yaroslavsky told colleagues. He
noted that the city faces up to a
$500 million budget shortfall in
the next fiscal year.
Yaroslavsky made a motion
lliesday that would require officials to submit all travel plans to
the mayor and the council, and
would allow only one official to
go to each destination. The council was scheduled to consider the
measure on Friday.
Trips already taken by city officials are extravagant, Yaroslavsky
said.
Plans to send Harbor Commission delegations to Hawaii
and San Francisco were pared
down this month after City Controller Rick Thule threatened to

withhold approval.
Vallee Bunting, the mayor’s
spokeswoman, defended the latest trip, saying it would bring
hundreds of millions of dollars in
tourism and trade.
The delegation is scheduled to
return April 3, and another big
trip is being considered the same
month, the mayor’s office said.
Members of the Harbor
are
Department
tentat ively
scheduled to visit Japan, Australia
and New Zealand for two weeks
starting April 14.
A Tokyo stop would be made
to sign a deal for a $180 million
coal exporting facility at the Port
of 1.os Angeles, the mayor’s office
said.
Bradley has been invited, but
has yet to confirm his attendance,
said Julia Nagano, a Harbor
Department spokeswoman.
Deputy Mayor Mark Fabiani
attendance
Bradley’s
said
depends on the verdict in the trial
of four police officers charged
with beating Rodney King.
"Mayor Bradley’s first priority
is to deal with the potential aftermath of the federal civil rights
trial," Bunting said.
The acquittal of the officers on
most state charges sparked last
year’s rioting.

TH E SPARTAN DAI LY WI LL
RESUME PUBLICATION
ON TUESDAY, APRIL 6.
FASTEN YOUR SEATBELTS.

LOS ANGELES (AP) Television networks are bidding for
laughs and viewers this fall with
new series built around stand-up
comics, a sit-down humorist
and film stars.
Dave Barry
ABC, NBC and CBS gave
national advertisers a glimpse
this week at shows that are in production or on the drawing board,
although only about a third are
likely to find a home on the networks’ schedules.
Network executives also said
they will try to fill the void created by the departure of "Knots
Landing." TV would be left without a nighttime serial for the first
time in 16 years after its May 13
finale.
CBS Entertainment President
Jeff Sagansky said the No. I ranked network, which dominates weekend, Monday and
Thesday nights, believes sitcoms
can bolster it elsewhere in the
schedule.
Comedians Jeff Foxworthy,
Fran Drescher and Bonnie Hunt
are featured in pilot sitcoms for
CBS. One series, starring Harry
Anderson (of "Night Court") is
based on newspaperman Barry’s
columns.
Film actress Faye Dunaway
and series veteran Robert Urich
are set to star in a romantic comedy about a high-powered executive who meets her match in an
easygoing, blue-collar worker.
A spinoff sitcom announced is
"It’s Never Too Late," starring
Charles Durning and Ann
Wedgeworth of "Evening Shade"
and produced by Burt Reynolds,
th at series’ star.
Dramas on CBS’ working slate
include "Harts of the West" with
father-son Lloyd and Beau
Bridges, and "Arly Hanks," a mystery series starring Kate Jackson
as a small-town Arkansas sheriff.
"South of Sunset" is a detective
show that star Glenn Frey
describes as "a jaundiced view of
the Hotel California" a reference to the rocker’s hit Eagles
song.
The action-adventure genre is
not being left to syndication,
Sagansky said. A spring entry,
"Walker, Texas Ranger," features

martial arts and film star Chuck
Norris in his TV series debut.
A clip from the show, showing
Norris smashing an opponent’s
nose, drew some scattered hisses
from advertising executives Tuesday.
It was, ironically, the sante day
CBS officials in New York vowed
to reduce on-air violence.
At ABC, comics also are big
busi ness.
Ellen DeGeneres is set for an
ensemble comedy focusing on a
group of friends in Los Angeles.
"Thea" features stand-up comic
Thea Vidale as a proud widow
who works two jobs to raise her
four children.
Richard Jeni stars in "Little
Niagara" as a New York police
detective who move to a small
town in upstate New York. Ritch
Shydner and Rick Ducommun
star in "Buddies," about the
impact of marriage on friendship.
Dramas in the works for ABC
include "Birdland; starring Brian
Dennehy as a hospital’s chief of
psychiatry; "Bodyguards," starring hip-hop artists Kid ’n’ Play
as security agency workers, and
"Doors," described as a science
fiction series that’s "Star Trek"
meets "The Fugitive."
At third-place NBC, where
"Seinfeld" is this season’s shining
example of sitcom packaging for
a comic, there are shows being
developed for other comedians.
John Caponera stars as a loyal
family man raising three children
and promoting the American
work ethic. John Mendoza stars
in "Child Support" as a newly
divorced father and sports
columnist.
The comedy duo Marilyn
Kentz and Carly Kristensen, who
perform as "The Mommies," will
spin their brand of domestic
humor in a sitcom of the same
name.
Sitcom veterans set for new

NBC series include Valerie
Bertinelli as a young expatriate in
Paris in "Cafe Americain"; John
Larroquette starring in "Crossroads" as a recovering alcoholic
trying to put his life back in
order, and Park Overall, nurse
LaVerne Todd on "Empty Nest,"
in a spinoff series, "Second Time
Around."
NBC’s big action offering is
"seaQuest DSV," a futuristic
undersea adventure produced by
Steven Spielberg and starring Roy
Scheider.
Serial drama "has a lot of life
in it," Sagansky said. CBS’ offerings include "Summer" and
"Angel Falls." NBC is giving the
genre a boost with "Winnetka
Road" and "Against the Grain."

Amsterdani
$250*
Frankfurt
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Protect yourself for $30 with the
Personal Attack System
by Quorum
Itiss r

Distributors Needed
Quorum International
We need distibutors for reuil
sales of products. Marketing
and training support
provided. Make the call today’
(916) 265-8383
206 Sacramento St Ste2.05
Nevada City Ca

burger carries a recommended price of $2.29.
The Mickey D has been
tested at several dozen restaurants in Illinois, Kentucky,
Tennessee, Missouri and Iowa
since January, the company
said.
The restaurants have been
offering the Mickey D as part
of an "extra value meal,"
which includes large fries and
a medium soft drink for
around $3.50.
Connoly said she did not
know how long the test would
last.
"We don’t set time limits
on our tests," she said.
"We just want to offer
more variety and (the Mickey
I)) is something that fills the
bill," she said.
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Travel
Council
394 University Ave #200
Palo Alto, CA 94301
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415-325-3888
Call about our European
Language Centers
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School life is Busy, Yet Enjoyable

Eat Out at Katana-Ya Ramen

gay
es.ft

McDonald’s gets beefier
OAK BROOK, Ill. (AP) McDonald’s is testing a bigger
burger in an attempt to beef
up its dinner business.
The Mickey D hamburger
is one of several items the
company is testing, alongside
pizza and pasta dishes and a
grilled chicken sandwich,
company spokeswoman Ann
Connoly said today.
The Mickey D weighs 5.3
ounces before frying. By
the
chain’s
comparison,
Quarter Pounder weights 4
ounces, the McLean Deluxe
3.75 ounces, the Big Mac 3.2
ounces and the regular hamburger 1.6 ounces.
The new burger is served
with lettuce, tomato, onions,
spicy ketchup and cheddar
cheese on a roll. The new
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TAKE
CONTROL OF YOUR COMMUTE
If parking’s a problem for you, let Altrans show you onother way.
With 21 direct bus lines to campus, we can create an individualized
program to meet your personal commuting needs.

To learn

more, call

924 -RIDE

Or stop by the ADM Bldg.
Wednesdays from 10 am to 1 pm

You’ll be glad you did.

AlTrans

Your Alternative Transportation Solution
Funded by SJSU Office

Call Today For FREE

7ialfic Parking

Day Bus Pass I
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ALM: Like Water for Chocolate
Pg.3
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Pg.8
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(7111NESE CUISINE-FOOD TO GO
*Mandarin & Simhuan Cuisine
Box Lunches ’lb Go
)1’1’N DAILY
Lunch & I )inner
I I 116-9 00p
Catering Available
294-3303 or 998-9427
I 31 E. Jackson Street
6 blocks North of Santa Clara Between 3rd & 4th Streets

Campbell Coffee Roa6ting Co.
pf,KnIA

COFFEE ROASTING CO.

Continuing in the tradition
of the alinighty dollar
At the age of seven, my parents gave me
my first opportunity to visit a brand new
themed amusement park which had
opened a year earlier in the city of Santa
Clara. That park, called "Great America,"
opened in celebration of our nation’s 1976
bicentennial.
More than 15 years later, "Great America" is still celebrating the foundations our
country was built on: capitalism. With
ticket prices that exceed $22 for a one day
pass, food costs that are outrageous and a
park that’s littered with souvenir
shops, this "great achievement
toward every person’s
enjoyment" is now a
place where a family
of four will easily
spend more than
$150 for eight to
12 hours of pure
hell.
And what does
this great place do
with all the money
they collect? Give it
to a needy cause?
Reduce ticket prices
next year? No, they
build more attractions;
improving the resale value of
a park that draws literally thousands, if not millions, of pre-pubescent
children on any given summer day.
This year’s new attraction is nothing
new. Called "Top Gun:’ the roller coaster
was built in order to help change the
park’s theming from that of the Smurfs,
Scooby Doo and Yogi-Bear types to a
more "movie-like" setting. And while no
one can complain about the new ride at
the park itself, which is for once a pretty
cool coaster, with passengers suspended
below the track, they can complain about
how the park has run out of room for
expansion (due to space problems, the
new ride is about 50 seconds long), failed
to reduce crowd problems (gee, I wonder
what people are going to do after waiting
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Donny Rasta & Roots
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reggae

50 University Ave . upstairs
OW Town Los Gatos . 39541600
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etc.

in line for two hours), and how the new
ride won’t improve the child-like atmosphere that plagues Great America.
Yes, folks, in Great America’s wondrous
marketing wisdom, management actually
feels we will enjoy the ability to "hang
out" with klingons, romulans, Tom
Cruise look-alikes and other faux movie
stars while walking throughout a park
that has been transformed by its new
owner, Paramount, into a huge movie
poster company. Give me a break!
And while the park is a great place
for middle-aged parents to
take the kids, relax and
unwind, it’s not the
type of high-adventure experience that
promotes excitement in college
A
students.
bungee-jumping
tower or other
adrenaline rushattraction
ing
might
improve
things a little for us
"older kids" something that Great America should consider if they
don’t want to force the current generation of children to ride
the Demon for the 5,000th time. If we
spend $2,000 to attend our classes, we
should be able to afford $22 to $25 to go
to an amusement park that offers us a little excitement. I’m not, however, going to
waste my money on a park that offers me
nothing.
But don’t take my word for it. Spend
$22 for a ticket, then buy your $8 to $9
lunch while waiting in a line, and come
back and tell me if you were bored to
death by a park that really hasn’t changed
since 1976, and probably won’t change to
something which attracts college audiences in the near future.
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Start spring break off right. Check out
Campus Currents for the best
in South Bay goings on.
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FREEXXXMOVIE
With any purchase over

PUBLICRY PHOTO

Author Laura Esquivel and director Alfonso Arau on the set of Like Water For Chocolate.

Like Waterfor Chocolate boils over

with food, sex and the surreal
Families and traditions
can leave terrible burdens on people. Tita, the
main character in Alfonso
Arau’s Like Water for Chocolate, goes through many traumatic experiences yet still ends
up a survivor.
Like Water for Chocolate,
adapted from a book by Laura
Esquivel, is an Academy
Award nominee in the best
foreign film category and
opens Friday at the Camera
Three Theaters.
In English, the likely translation of the phrase "like water
for chocolate" would probably
be "on the boil." The title
refers to Tita’s penned -up passions and the frustration in
her life. Because Tita is the
youngest daughter in a family
of three girls, she is expected
to live with her mother Elena
(Regina Torres) and care for
her until she dies. Tita (Lumi
Cavazos) is prohibited from
marrying or having a family of
her own.
Elena is over protective, yet
she never gives Tita any
encouragement. It is the family
cook, played by Ada Carrasco,
who encourages her, loves her
and teaches her the skill of
cooking.
And Tita becomes a magical cook. Eventually, Tita falls

in love with Pedro (Marco
Leonardi), the son of a local
land owner. However, Elena
forbids their marriage and
offers him her older daughter,
Rosaura (Yareli Arizmendi).
This is where Tita’s troubles
really start.
The film is set in 1910 during the Mexican revolution,
and is highly surreal in its
usage of the elements of magic
realism. The movie is seen
from the vantage point of the
narrator Tita’s great niece,
(Arcelia Ramirez). The distance between the two historical periods is evident. As the
narrator reflects from her
1950s kitchen, a sense of realism is maintained. However,
the more surrealistic elements
evolve with the film.
Early on, Tita is aware of the
magical qualities of her cooking; she can elicit emotions
from people through food.
This is evident when a nude
Gertrudis, one of Tita’s sisters
played by Claudette Maille, is
abducted by a freedom fighter
after she has eaten Tita’s quails
with rose petal sauce.
Symbolically, food is equated with desire, invoking the id.
Tita obsessively knits long
shawls out of her anxiety and
need for Pedro. When she has
a breakdown and goes to live

with her doctor John Brown
(Mario Ivan Martinez), an
extremely long shawl is seen
trailing after.
However, one of the last
scenes is the pinnade of the
surreal. Tita and Pedro finally
make love and are free to
express their emotions. Their
room is lit with innumerable
candles, and their passion is so
intense they literally set themselves on fire after Tita has
swallowed some matches.
Tita tells people repeatedly
that food "prepared with love"
will be the most tantalizing.
The way Arau filmed the food
was lush. The scenes of the
quails were delicious. Arau
filmed the movie on the Mexican/U.S. border, and incorporates many sunset and evening
shots into the cinematography.
The costumes and props were
authentic for the 1910 period.
The acting was well done
and the subtitles weren’t
obtrusive. Cavazos and Maille
stand out for their exemplary
performances.
Elaine Meitzler
Like Water for Chocolate
opens Friday at the Camera
Cinemas. For ticket and showtime info call 408/998-3300.
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Heat up Your Nights
with the
Hottest Collectinn Around
We now have "Cabin Fever"
*Come explore the excitement of
Female Erotica
*Ladies and Couples welcome
*Magazines, Video Arcade & Rentals
DORDERytiE ENTEFtTEVIMMENT
(408)241 2177
Free Movie from S9 95 selection expires 3-24-93

Midterm Headache?
Spring., Fever?
The Tied House Cafe & Brewery
Has The Cure ,

TAKE TWO
(TONIC:11T!)

Thursdays Are S2 Pint Nights
Every Thursday trans 11100 to bldnight pints are only 32.00 with a
vdd student ED. w anything signifying yoir dna Mater. so wind
down Irons The week and rev up tor the weekend at the Tied House
enjoying ger award-winning brews tad tram air on-site
Irewery and excelent pub rub.

4%4,1
TIED H()I1SE
Cale & Brewery

954 Villa Street
Mountain View
(415) (1135101lw

65 N. San Pedro

San Pedro Square
Downtown San Jose
(408) 295-7739
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Delta Lambda Phi brother Stephen Boniface, left, and Russ Clevenger, director of Outreach at First Christian Church, try to find a pair of shoes for Darren
Estes, a needy downtown resident.

Committed
As the first gay fraternity on campus, brotherhood
has a deeper significance to the members of Delta Lambda Phi fraternity. It’s brotherhood that binds them in
their attempt to fight together for gay awareness among
SJSU students and the community.
"I think that we are even stronger then other fraternities because our mission is much bigger," says Andrew ,
president of Delta Lambda Phi.
Delta Lambda Phi was founded at SJSU in March
1990, and gives gay university men a traditional fraternity experience while allowing them to still feel comfortable with their sexuality, Willyoung says. The fraternity
today consists of 18 active members and 8 pledges. As a
national fraternity, chapters extend all over the country
with the most number of chapters located in California.
"The fraternity is based on the concept of family:’ says
Sean Swofford, treasurer, pledge master and a member
of the fraternity for three years. "We are here to support
each other."
The fraternity’s purpose to provide a support system
for gay college students remains the same as when the
first chapter was founded in Washington D.C. in 1986 as
an alternative to the gay nightclub scene.
One of this semester’s pledges, Jack Bunting, who
came out of the closet about a year-and-a-half ago, feels
that traditional gay meeting places do not provide a
Jack Bunting, a pledge, chats with Gene Yuson, a fraternity brother,
during a new pledge orientation meeting on Monday night.
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Andrew Willyoung and Lemelle Bates have fun staffing the
kitchen at Friction Rave Rush.

Al Perez, secretary and regional director of Delta Lambda Phi, and his boyfriend Ken
Margvis embrace at Friction Rave Rush.

to service and support
tmosphere. Although he says his own coming
tence was not too difficult, he sees joining the
as a way to feel comfortable with himself and
nteem.
to learn how to integrate my sexuality into my
it having it be such a focal point," he says.
od for men coming out of the closet to be in a
like ours," Willyoung says. "They need to
t this isn’t something that they are going
y themselves."
in the fraternity is not a problem, Swofford
me does it because it’s not one of the reasons
nity exists, he says. "We are a family, we are
Ne are not a sex club," Willyoung says.
.ambda Phi does not limit its membership to
ual men. Willyoung believes that having
lien in the fraternity would only help it.
k like any organization, the more diverse we are
’ he says.
;izing their responsibility towards the gay comle Lambda men, as they call themselves, also
erve the university and the community on gay
,ues. According to Willyoung, the house collecticipates in gay rights parades, contributes to
.wspaper Out Now, and donates time to such
tons such as GALA, Gaymech and the ARIS

project.
The fraternity promotes campus awareness by speaking to classes about homosexuality, and sponsoring a
Gay and Lesbian Film Festival, and the North American
Gay Volleyball Tournament.
"We don’t require participation, but most of us want
to do it:’ Willyoung says. "The general feeling (in the fraternity) is that we have a need to dispel the stereotypes.
We have a strong mission."
According to Willyoung, one of the fraternity’s larger
goals is to buy a house calling it the Harvey Milk House,
to provide refuge for gay teenage men who are coming to
grips with their sexuality. Statistics show that the suicide
rate is highest among this group of individuals, he says.
Another of Delta Lambda Phi’s ultimate goals is to
become a member of the Intrafraternity Council, says
Willyoung. Since much of the hostility they receive on
campus comes from I FC fraternities, he says there is a
need to change the I FC stereotype of gay men.
"One of the things they like is the idea of going out
and making fun of fags and queersr Willyoung says.
"That environment fosters anger, and that’s why we need
to be in the I FC making decisions with them. We need to
dispel the myth that they expect us to be a bunch of drag
queens."
See FRATERNITY, Page 6

Photos by
D. A. Horvath

Text by
Dina Medina
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Domino’s Pizza 298-3030
sun - Thu until 2ain & Fri - Sat until

3ain

Free Delivery No minimum

Queen Egg Roll 293-3925
American Vietnamese Chinese Mexican
Mon - Fri until 10pin & Sat - Sun until 9piti
Free Delivery $10 minimum
Rock ’n Taco 993-823(1
Authentic Mexican food
Daily until 10pin
Free Delivery $10 minimum

Scones 28(1-1145
sandwiches

Salads Quiche Froten Yogurt
Mon - Fri until 3:30pin
Free Delivery $10 minimum

Kronos Quartet are by no means an easy
listen. From the horror-film inspired violin
screeches of John Sherba and David Harrington, to the unnerving metallic scrapes
of cellist Joan Jeanrenaud, Kronos are a far
cry from your garden -party Beethoven/
Bartok fare.
And that’s precisely what makes their
music so exciting.
To hear twisted
quartet
string
of
arrangements
from
everything
John Zorn, Jimi
Hendrix and Philip
Glass, to Willie
Dixon and Mr.
Bungle, is truly to step outside the bounds
of popular musical discourse.
"Short Stories:’ the SF Quartet’s new
Elektra Nonesuch release, is a brilliant addition to that project. Mixing the manic string
bursts of 1991’s grammy nominated "Black
Angles;’ with more spacious, technically
challenging passages, "Short Stories" seems
a defining moment in the Quartet’s already
stunning repertoire.
Sean Cooper

MOUNTAIN CIIAklitYS
SALOON

ENTERTAINIENT
LIVE ROCK ’N’ ROLL AND DANCING

EVERY THURSDAY

FRANK JOSEPH
THIS FRIDAY MARCH 26
THE GENTS

THIS SATURDAY MARCH 27
GO MAN GO
EVERY WEDNESDAY

1
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Rumor has it Oaktown’s once-M.C.
Hammer is filing a suit against Seattle’s
Hammerbox on grounds of copyright
infringement. Barring the various hardware-related difficulties this action would
seem to imply, Hammer’s intentions are
more geared toward the amassing of still
more lame collar-free suits, balloon pants
and dookie chains.
H t.1 t-0P17.),2
Pathetic marketing tactics aside,
Numb, Hammerbox’s A&M debut,
intense,
is
an
melodic journey
away from that
overplayed Seattle
stuff. Sure there’s the noise, the sound and
the fury, but the band seems to have found a
middle ground between punk, pop and the
land of adrenaline.
Singer Carrie Akre fronts the band with
her powerful, almost elastic voice, grinding
out abrasive, liquified lyrics. The delicate
wall of sound on Numb does as the title
implies, but it doesn’t quite intoxify.
Jon Solomon

From page 5
Jason Woods, president and
four year member of Alpha
Tau Omega, an IFC member
fraternity, completely disagrees with Willyoung and
feels that Delta Lambda Phi
shouldn’t generalize the 12
I FC member fraternities.
However, Woods believes that
it would be great to have Delta
Lambda Phi in the IFC, and
hopes it will happen one day.
According to Coordinator
of Greek Life Carolyn Soth,
letting Delta Lambda Phi into
the IFC would not be easy
because it would require revisions to IFC’s constitution. She
says that I FC has discussed a
change in director for the
council, and that they are
aware of the rise of special

interest fraternities on campus
and realize that traditional fraternities have not met a certain
need on campus.
"When Delta Lambda Phi
is accepted into IFC," Bunting
says, "it will be symbolic of
gays being accepted into society, and will prove that the fraternity system and the university have evolved into the
modern world."
Although the road to acceptance my be long and rocky
Swofford feels that the brotherhood will grow by leaps and
bounds locally and nationally
in the semesters to come.
"When you are an underdor Willyoung says, "you
have a tremendous amount of
strength and you have a dedication from the group."

What’s the fastest growing
sport of the pO’s?
vxis-,,,,/mit

SKELETON CREW - NO COVER VVITH STUDENT I.D.

EVERY TUUDAY
BAZOOKA JOE- $1 .00 DRAFTS TILL 10PM

Disc6unt Prices Everyday
tFull SUPPIY line

EVERY MONDAY
GROOVE BOX - SAN JOSE’S FAVORITE NEW BAND

15 N. SANTA CRUZ AVE, LOS GAMS
Call 395- 8880 for more information
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HAMUUON HOBBIES
PRO SHOP -PAINT SUPPLIES
1 1 I 7 Shasta Ave. (off Alameda)

283-0702.’ ’ -I

%I was as miffed as
the next guy. The
new album came out
(arguably their
best), the critical
raves started rolling
in, then...nothing.
No tour, no local
shows, not even an
explanation,
just...nothing.
Inevitably, the
rumor machine
started cranking,
and stories as ridiculous as marriage,
childbirth, and (the
best one) monastic
retreat, began to circulate. But no matter
how far fetched, one
thing was clear, ’Victim’s Family had
officially called it
quits. Needless to
say, despair reigned.
Well fear not, for the
Bay Area masters of
thrash/jazz have
done none of the
above. According to
sources in the Alternative Tentacles
offices, after releasing The Germ and
touring Europe, the
boys just developed
a plain and simple
case of tour fatigue.
No need to freak,
they were just tired.
The rest regiment
complete, the Family
play their first show
in godknowshowlong Friday at the
Kennel Club in SF,
and by golly you
don’t wanna miss it.
The Kennel Club,
628 Divisadero, San
Francisco; 9p.m.;
tickets $7; 415/9311914.
u.Just over a year
ago they were playing Marsugi’s to a
handful, now they’re
playing the Cow
Palace. Enough’s
been said about Nirvana so I won’t
bother with redundancies, I’ll just say
that a punk rock
band in a stadium is
the last thing I ever
want to see. Waste
your money if you
want...

A KINDA SoRTA LESS

THAN COMPREHENSIVE GUIDE

VISIONS OF DANZ
Scuttle over to the Mountain
View Center for the
Performing Arts Friday for a
night of collaborative dance
as San Francisco’s Tance
Danz joins DanceVisions
for a multimedia dance
performance. The show
features two premiers by SF
choreographer Tance
Johnson, with video
accompaniment by
filmmaker Peter
McCandless. Also featured
are works by Jancy Limpert
and Dudley Broolcs. Second
Stage, Mountain View Center
for the Performing Arts,
Castro at Mercy, Mountain
View; 8 p.m.; tickets $7
student, $10 general;
415/965-6000.
BREATHING POETRY
English -born poet Denise
Levertov, author of more
than three dozen collections
of poetry, translations and
essays, will hold a discussion
of her poetry Friday in the
Spartan Memorial Chapel as
part of the SJSU Center for
Literary Arts’ Poets-inResidence series. Levertov,
who will also be reading her
work tonight in the
Engineering Building
Auditorium, rose to acclaim
in the early ’60s and has
since been one of America’s
most influential poets.
Spartan Memorial Chapel,
SISU; 12:30; free; 408/9241378.
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Buster Blood Vessel, Bad
Manners has been offending
the masses with their music
and their attitude for a
decade. The fatted boys will
be serving up heaping doses
of aural cholesterol Friday at
the Catalyst in Santa Cruz.
Belching and running with
butcher knives is optional.
The Catalyst, 1011 Pacific
Ave., Santa Cruz; 9:30 p.m.;
tickets $7 students, $9
general; 408/423-1336.

AN IMPROV(IS)ED
RAINFOREST Over 100
years ago, Joseph
Conrad chronicled the *4441.30
deceptively horrific
allure of the jungle in
his "Heart of
Darkness:’ delving
into the abysmal
depths of man’s
inhumanity to man.
r.aas
And as that world’s
largest eco-oxygen
tank is now being drained at
an alarming rate, the spirit
of the jungle lives on in the
fight to seal off the nozzle.
Silicon Valley Rainforest
Action Coalition, a local
part of the global effort,
celebrates this spirit
Saturday as they host
Mindanaoan composer and
master of conga, guitar and
flute improvisation Tajalli
Talisman in "The Luminous
Rainforest." Proceeds go to
disrupting the machine.
Alexandria Bookstore
Concert Hall, Rosecrucian
Museum, Naglee Ave. at
Park, San lose; 7:30 p. m.;
tickets $15; 408/248-3731.

-141’
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DON’T SKANK AT THE
DINNER TABLE Bad
Manners is one of the few
true ska bands left over from
the late ’70s Dance Craze era.
Fronted by the diabolical
350+ pound singer Fatty

CLEAN UP YOUR PARK
Get rid of a local eyesore.
For those environmental
masochists, the Adopt-APark program and the Great
American Park Clean Up
will host demonstrations on
picking up litter, graffiti
removal and other various

methods of park and city
beautification. Free work
gloves to the first 100
participants and a barbecue
for all. And since
environmental awareness is
easier said than done, free
airline tickets will be raffled
for those of you who think
the whole project is just
another lost cause. De Anza
Park, corner ofMeridian and
Princeton, San lose; 10 a.m.2 p.m.; 408/277-5208.

itipto
CINEBAR
COCKTAILS
A DRINKING PERSON’S BAR!
Darts 8, Pool Table
NO DRUGS OR FIGHTING!

61&rsnaelgt

QUICK CASH

SUN
CONCEDING TO THE
FUTURE Pretty soon we’ll
all be completely incapable
of reading a word that isn’t
really a flicker of electrons
against a phosphorescent
screen. Anticipating this
inevitability, Computer
Literacy Bookshops will
conduct a multimedia lovein Saturday to make the
transition a little more
painless. Interactive
interface topics include
multimedia
programming,
’
design and
application.
The SJ Mercury
News will also
be on hand to
usher in the
paperless
society with
.
the world
premier of its new on-line
extension. The future isn’t
what it used to be.
Computer Literacy
Boolcshops, 2590 N. First St.,
San lose; 10 a.m.-6 p.m.;
free; 408/435-1118.
SOUTH BAY JAZZ
SERIES Wrapping up
March’s "Saxophone
Colossus Series" Sunday at
the San Jose Museum of Art
is the Jules Goldberg
Quartet. A tenor man in the
New-York-Sonny-Rollinsimprov tradition, Goldberg
brings a more nomadic
touch to the Museum’s
fatted halls. Frequenters will
also be pleased to hear that
the series has been extended
through April, and will
feature "Jazz Guitar Greats"
for that month. San lose
Museum of Art, I I (I S.
Market St., San lose; 4 p. m.;
free with museum admission;
408/294-2787.

& A Con!
Visit our ATM machine
anytime day or night for a
purchase or just for quick
cash in any denomination.
And while you’re there, pick
up a 44 oz. soft drink for only
444 with any purchase.

444c,

PisTax 111116"1

44 02. Super Quencher
I Saved anta11030a
alathlr.ZahrirT"11:1g2..
a 14P E
Carlos. San lose
,
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STUDENT - TEACHER
DISCOUNTS
’aCtV,Zi..0
C‘1-2 BOUSIOAi
NEW & Nil) BOOM,
RECORDS & CD’S

We Buy Sell, & Trade

286-6275
138 E. Santa Clara St.
(Between 3rd & 4th)
Downtown San Jose
Mon. - Thu. 10am - 9pm
Fri. & Sat. lOarn - 10pm
Sunday

12pm - 8pm

visit our r4,,w
"
EsP"’ ’

HIGH
vision

nprase tor

FREE COFFEE
with any $5 book purchase
or
with purchase of a first cup
6), HCMILE
BOOKSTORE
2144S-6275
amyl res 4.11413 .
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THEATER

WATCH ETC. IN APRIL FOR
THE CUTTING EDGE IN
CYBERCULTURE.

etc.

Boot camp
blues takes
The Stage
The Stage took on a unique
way of training its actors that
most theaters don’t ordinarily
do. For their upcoming play,
Biloxi Blues, a drill instructor
was recruited to help "train"
the cast so they would carry a
professional military appearance on stage.
Biloxi Blues, is a story about
a boy who encounters an
entirely different world from
camp. Yet
his own boot
during this experience, he
learns about issues that exist in
the real world. This comical
drama is the second part of an
autobiographical trilogy written by Neil Simon.
The 1985 Tony Award-winning play is a story of an 18year-old Jewish boy from New
York who goes off to boot
camp during World War II. He
is exposed to an entirely different world as he faces issues of
antisemitism and homosexuality in the military.
During his grueling experience, Eugene Jerome (Jeff
Bryant) encounters a drill
instructor he is terrified of, a
Catholic school girl he falls in
love with, and a hooker to
whom he loses his innocence.
Bryant is an SJSU alumnus
who graduated in fall 1992. He
says he feels he is "lucky to get
an opportunity like this." Last
year, Bryant starred in
Brighton Beach Memoirs, the
first of Simon’s three autobiographical installments.
Bryant says it is rare to be
the lead in a series of three
Brighton Beach Memplays
oirs, Biloxi Blues and Broadperformed at
way Bound
the same theater under the
same director.
Director Peter Nyberg says
although the plays form a continuing story, each one is its
own entity, and someone who
hasn’t seen Brighton Beach
Memoirs "should get just as
much enjoyment out of Biloxi
Blues as someone who has
seen the previous play.
"They are three separate
plays, linked with the same
character over a period of
t ime."
Bryant says he is very proud
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Romantic Getaway
Weekend
Special
$5900
Room + Tax
large In-room Jacuzzi
Tree Hot BreakfastVCR
Arena Hotel
Alameda, San Jose
(408)294-6500
Valley Park Hotel
2404 Stevens Creek Blvd, San Jose
817
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SJSU alumnus Jeff Bryant as Eugene Jerome in Biloxi Blues.
to be in this play. "The cast is a tary who are viewing Biloxi
very strong group of actors Blues should be forewarned.
who are skilled and creative "We won’t be sticklers on
individuals," he says. "There is every detail," Nyberg says.
an extremely broad range of "We’ve taken some liberties
charismatic and unique people with the strict military life."
on stage in this performance."
He explained that these details
Bryant says the rehearsals are necessary to present the
are intense and take place in comical tone the play carries.
Even though Biloxi Blues is
what resembles a boot camp
John Testani, a member of set against the backdrop of
the National Guard in the World War 11, the conflicts
United States Army Reserves, involved relate similarly with
was the casts’ military adviser. modern issues, confronting
He came in to "train" the cast racism, homophobia and the
during rehearsals and teach dissolution of the American
them about military life. Dur- dream.
ing his three visits, Testani,
"It’s ironic that this producalso a former cadet at SJSU, tion is coming out now
ran the cast through a true-to- because it concerns gays in the
life military warm-up drill, the military," Bryant says. "And 1
have always felt that racism as
Manual of Arms.
After only six hours spent a whole is the issue of our
with the cast, Testani says he time."
Biloxi Blues was released as
noticed a definite change in
their overall appearance.
a movie in 1988 to critical
"I thought it would be a lauding. Testani says "a lot of
problem to motivate them, but people will be comparing this
they are very professional and play to the movie. 1 think they
will be pleasantly surprised."
very willing to learn," he says.
"1 think they now have
Jennifer Kane
more respect for people in the
military."
Nyberg says the cast would Biloxi Blues opens Friday,
have been a lot less informed March 21 at The Stage, 490 S.
of the interior life of the recruit First St., San lose. For date,
time and ticket information call
without Testani’s assistance.
But all members of the mili- 408/283-7142.

FREE

-Acrylic Nails -Plain Facials
-Nail Tips
-Plain Manicures
-Permanant Waves
-Hair Coloring
Accredited by NACCAS

-Licensing Preparation -Advanced Courses Available -Fully Approved for
Placement Assistance -Classes Forming Regularly - Student Work Only
No Student Request

Monterey Academy
of Hair Design
345 E. Santa Clara St. San Jose
Open Mon. -Fri. 287-9868

Milpitas Beauty College
1350 S. Park Victoria Dr.
(Parktown Plaza Shopping Center
0 en Tues.-Sat. 262-7703

GET THE LOWEST
AUTO INSURANCE RATES
WITH ONE CALL
Instant Rates Over the Phone
Very Competitive
Monthly Payments Available
Discounts to:
- Good Students
- Good Drivers
- Full Time Students

Call Kevin in Campbell
at Stivers Insurance
378-5540

Call Ron at
Saratoga Insurance
364-2880

CALL
TODAY!
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